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Topological rigidity of semigroups of affine maps
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We study the topological rigidity of affine semigroups of algebraic actions. In the
first part of the paper we given an algebraic condition for rigidity that unifies
previous rigidity results and we settle an old question of Walters. In the second
part we study a generalized notion of the rigidity of hyperbolic actions.

1. Introduction

For our purposes, an algebraic dynamical system (X,S) is an action of a discrete
commutative semigroup with unity S (a monoid) acting by affine transformations of
a compact connected abelian metrisable group X. The group operation of X is
denoted additively and the semigroup operation of S is denoted multiplicatively.
Given algebraic dynamical systems (X,S) and (Y,S), a continuous map f:X ! Y
is equivariant if fðs � xÞ ¼ s � fðxÞ for all s 2 S. An algebraic dynamical system (Y,S) is
topologically rigid if all equivariant maps into Y are affine; i.e. if f:X ! Y is equiv-
ariant for any X, then fðxÞ ¼ yþ AðxÞ for some y 2 Y and a homomorphism A
between X and Y. Usually the notion is restricted to a subclass of all S-algebraic
dynamical systems. For instance, if (Y,S) is ergodic, then all (X,S) considered are
assumed to be ergodic as well.

Let Z½S� be the semigroup ring that consists of all finite formal sums of elements of
S with natural multiplication. If S acts by endomorphisms, then X has the structure
of a Z½S�-module. An algebraic dynamical system does not necessarily have this
structure since S acts by affine transformations, but this can be remedied. If T is
affine, then TðxÞ ¼ aþ AðxÞ for a uniquely determined homomorphism A, and we
say that A is the linear part of T. If S acts on X by affine transformations, then we can
give X the structure of a Z½S�-module by replacing the affine transformations
s 7! s � x by their linear parts. By Pontryagin duality this Z½S�-module structure
carries over to the character group X̂.

The linear space CðX,RÞ of continuous maps inherits the structure of a
Z½S�-module from the action of S defined by s � fðxÞ ¼ fðs � xÞ. Define C0ðX,RÞ to
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be the submodule of all functions for which
Ð
f d� ¼ 0 for the normalized Haar

measure �. In the first part of the paper we show that the rigidity of Y depends
on the Z½S�-module structure of C0ðX,RÞ, where X ranges over the subclass of
S-dynamical systems. More specifically, we obtain the following algebraic
characterization of rigidity that unifies previous results of [1–4].

Theorem 1.1: Let � be the Haar measure on X and let C0ðX,RÞ � CðX,RÞ be
the submodule of all functions for which

Ð
f d� ¼ 0. All equivariant maps from X to

Y are affine if and only if the only Z½S�-module homomorphism between Ŷ and C0ðX,RÞ

is the trivial homomorphism.

We are indebted to [3], which implicitly contains this theorem for the case that S
is equal to Z

d and acts by automorphisms. The techniques we use can be considered
as an extension of the techniques used in [2].

It is not surprising that many algebraic dynamical systems are rigid: if S acts
topologically transitively on X, which it does if the action is ergodic (with respect
to the Haar measure), then an equivariant f is determined by a single value. So it is
natural to study rigidity under a condition less restrictive than equivariance. In the
second part of this paper we introduce such a condition for hyperbolic dynamical
systems. In this case S is equal to Z

d and it acts on X by automorphisms. With
Ws

X ¼ fx 2 X : limn!1 n � x ¼ 0g and Wu
X ¼ fx 2 X : limn!�1 n � x ¼ 0g denoting the

stable and unstable groups of X, we say a map f:X ! Y between hyperbolic algebraic
systems respects the hyperbolic structure if f is continuous, fð0Þ ¼ 0 and fðWs

XÞ � Ws
Y

and fðWu
XÞ � Wu

Y.

Theorem 1.2: Suppose that X is a hyperbolic algebraic system such that the path
components of the stable and the unstable groups are dense. Then every continuous
map f:X ! Y that respects the hyperbolic structure is a homomorphism.

2. Topological rigidity of algebraic dynamical systems

Let T denote the circle group, so the character group X̂ is equal to HomðX,TÞ with
the compact-open topology. Lin [5] observed that HomðX,RÞ is very similar to the
tangent space TpM of a manifold M.

Definition 2.1: The tangent space L(X) of a compact connected abelian group
X is the group of functionals HomðX̂,RÞ with the compact-open topology. The
exponential map from R to T induces a homomorphism exp:LðXÞ ! X onto the
path-component of the identity 0 2 X.

Let A be an endomorphism on X and let Â be the dual action on X̂. Then ’ 7! ’ � Â
is an operator on L(X) satisfying exp �LðAÞ ¼ A � exp, so L(A) is a lift of A to L(X).
It follows that the Z½S�-module structure on X carries over to the tangent space.

Theorem 2.2 [5]: The homomorphism exp:LðXÞ ! X has the homotopy
lifting property.

In other words, a null-homotopic map f:Y ! X can be factored through
a map F:Y ! LðXÞ such that f ¼ exp �F. If Y is a topological group and f is
a homomorphism, then by connectedness F is a homomorphism and F(Y) is a
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compact subgroup of a linear space. Hence F(Y) is trivial and we find that a
null-homotopic homomorphism from Y to X is trivial. It follows that any continuous
map from Y to X is homotopic to at most one homomorphism. Gorin [6] and
Scheffer [7] proved that in the base-point preserving category, every homotopy
class indeed contains a homomorphism.

Theorem 2.3 (Gorin and Scheffer): Let X ,Y be compact and connected abelian
groups. Then each continuous f:X ! Y for which fð0Þ ¼ 0 is homotopic to a unique
homomorphism.

This Gorin–Scheffer theorem generalizes the theorem of Van Kampen, which is used
in [3, 4].

A vector valued function f:X ! LðYÞ can be integrated with respect to the Haar
measure. We denote this integral by

Ð
f d�. It is an element of L(Y).

Proposition 2.4: Let A be an endomorphism on Y and let L(A) be its lifted operator on
L(Y). For any continuous f:X ! LðYÞ we have that LðAÞð

Ð
f d�Þ ¼

Ð
LðAÞ � f d�.

Proof: By our assumptions, f(x) is a functional on Ŷ for each x 2 X. The integralÐ
f d� is the functional that maps the character � 2 X̂ to

Ð
fðxÞð�Þ d�. The action

of the operator L(A) on L(Y) is induced by the action � 7!� � A on Ŷ.
Hence LðAÞð

Ð
f d�Þ maps � to

Ð
fðxÞð� � AÞ d�, as does

Ð
LðAÞ � f d�.

If S is equal to N then the action on X is induced by a single affine transformation T.
We denote the algebraic dynamical system by (X,T) in this case.

Theorem 2.5: Let ðX,T1Þ and ðY,T2Þ be equivariant algebraic dynamical systems.
Let A2 be the linear part of T2. Then every equivariant map from X to Y is affine if
and only if each f:X ! LðYÞ such that f � T1 ¼ LðA2Þ � f is constant.

Proof: We say that a map f:X ! LðYÞ is equivariant if f � T1 ¼ LðA2Þ � f. It is
obvious that the composition of such an equivariant map f and exp induces an
equivariant map between ðX,T1Þ and ðY,A2Þ. If h : X ! Y is an equivariance, then
so is x 7! hðxÞ þ exp � fðxÞ. If f is not constant, then neither is exp � f. Hence if every
equivariant map between X and Y is affine, then every equivariant map between X
and L(Y) is constant.

Assume that all equivariant maps between X and L(Y) are constant. We have to
show that an equivariant map g:X ! Y is affine. By the Gorin–Scheffer theorem
(Theorem 2.3) there exists a homomorphism E:X ! Y that is homotopic to g� gð0Þ.
Since g � T1 � T2 � g is constant, E � T1 � T2 � E is homotopic to a constant map.
But E � T1 � T2 � E is an affine map, so it must be a constant map x 7! c for some
c 2 Y.

Define hðxÞ ¼ gðxÞ � EðxÞ � gð0Þ. Note that h is a null-homotopic map.
Now compute

hðT1ðxÞÞ ¼ gðT1ðxÞÞ � EðT1ðxÞÞ � gð0Þ

¼ T2ðgðxÞÞ � T2ðEðxÞÞ � c� gð0Þ

¼ A2ðgðxÞ � EðxÞÞ � c� gð0Þ

¼ A2ðgðxÞ � EðxÞ � gð0ÞÞ � cþ A2ðgð0ÞÞ � gð0Þ

¼ A2ðhðxÞÞ � cþ Aðgð0ÞÞ � gð0Þ:
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So h � T1 � A2 � h is constant. Now h is null-homotopic, so by Lin’s theorem

(Theorem 2.2) h ¼ exp � ~h for some ~h:X ! LðYÞ and by the equation above
~hT1 � LðA2Þ

~h is constant, say equal to ~c. By the invariance of the Haar measureÐ
~h d� ¼

Ð
~hðT1ðxÞÞ d�. Since ~h � T1 � LðA2Þ �

~h is equal to ~c, by the proposition

above we find that
Ð
~h d�� LðA2Þð

Ð
~h d�Þ ¼ ~c. It follows that the map

fðxÞ ¼ ~hðxÞ �
Ð
~h d� is equivariant from X to L(Y), hence it is constant. This implies

that g� E is constant, so g is affine. œ

Corollary 2.6: Let X and Y be algebraic dynamical systems. Then every equivariant

map from X to Y is affine if and only if each S-equivariant map between X and L(Y) is

constant.

Proof: For any s 2 S, apply Theorem 2.5 to the affine transformations x 7! s � x on

X and y 7! s � y on Y. œ

Walters [4] proved that an affine ergodic transformation T:X ! X is rigid if X is

finite-dimensional, in the sense that every T-equivariant map f:X ! X is affine. The

following example provides a negative answer to a question of Walters (see p. 100 of

[4]) that had apparently remained unsettled: if (Y,T) is rigid and if T is ergodic,

is it true that Ŷ is torsion?

Example 2.7: Let � be the shift of TZ defined by �ðxnÞ ¼ ðxnþ1Þ. Then � ¼ 2� rigid

in the sense that any �-equivariant map f:TZ
! T

Z is affine.

Proof: The tangent space of TZ is equal to R
Z and the induced operator L(�) is

equal to ðrnÞ 7! ð2rnþ1Þ. In particular, L(�) is bijective. If f:TZ
! R

Z is equivariant,

then fðxÞ ¼ fð0Þ for any x such that �nðxÞ ¼ 0 for some n 2 N. It is not hard to check

that the x’s with this property form a dense subgroup of TZ. So f is constant and

by Theorem 2.5 � is rigid.

Theorem 2.8: All equivariant maps from X to Y are affine if and only if

the only Z½S�-module homomorphism between Ŷ and C0ðX,RÞ is the trivial

homomorphism.

Proof: First observe that C0ðX,RÞ is a quotient of CðX,RÞ under the projection

f 7! f�
Ð
f d�, so an equivariant map between Ŷ and CðX,RÞ projects onto an

equivariant map between Ŷ and C0ðX,RÞ. This projection is trivial if and only if

the image of Ŷ in CðX,RÞ consists of constant maps.
It suffices to prove the theorem for systems with a single affine transformation

ðX,T1Þ and ðY,T2Þ. The general case follows just as Corollary 2.6 follows from
Theorem 2.5. Since L(Y) is equal to HomðŶ,RÞ an equivariant map f:X ! LðYÞ
induces a map ~f:X� Ŷ ! R, defined by ðx,�Þ 7! fðxÞð�Þ. It is continuous in the first
coordinate, additive in the second coordinate, and has the property that
~fðx,� � A2Þ ¼

~fðT1ðxÞ,�Þ.
For each fixed character � the real-valued map x 7! ~fðx,�Þ is continuous.

Denote this map by f�. Then � 7! f� is an equivariance between Ŷ and
CðX,RÞ. Conversely, any such equivariance induces an equivariant f:X ! LðYÞ
defined by fðxÞð�Þ ¼ f�ðxÞ. The maps f� are constant for all � if and only if f is
constant. By Theorem 2.5 equivariant maps between X and Y are affine if and
only if the image of equivariant maps between Ŷ and CðX,RÞ are in the
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subset of constant maps. The result now follows by the projection of CðX,RÞ

to C0ðX,RÞ.
Now we show how the rigidity results of Walters [4] and Bhattacharya and

Ward [3] relate to Theorem 2.8.

Theorem 2.9 (Bhattacharya and Ward): Suppose S is Zd, and consider the subcate-

gory of S-actions that are mixing. If Ŷ is a Noetherian module, then Y is rigid if and

only if Ŷ is a torsion module.

Proof: The proof depends on some non-trivial observations on the algebraic

structure of C0ðX,RÞ and Ŷ. In Lemma 4.2 of [3] it is shown that C0ðX,RÞ is

torsion-free if X is mixing. So if Ŷ is torsion then the trivial homomorphism is the

only homomorphism between Ŷ and C0ðX,RÞ.
If Ŷ is not a torsion module, then Ŷ=TorðŶÞ is a non-trivial torsion-free

module. By Lemma 2.2 of [3], it embeds as a submodule of a free module,
since Ŷ is Noetherian. Hence Ŷ=TorðŶÞ maps non-trivially to C0ðX,RÞ for any
non-trivial X. œ

Walters also considers the case that Ŷ is a torsion module and that S is equal to N.

His rigidity result is easiest to state by extension of the base, replacing Ŷ by R�Z Ŷ.

Since the action on Y is generated by a single affine transformation T, R�Z Ŷ is a

vector space on which A, the linear part of T, acts.
Recall that f:X ! C is an eigenfunction of (X,T) if fðTxÞ ¼ �fðxÞ for some �2C.

Theorem 2.10 (Walters [4]): If Ŷ is torsion, then each equivariant map from ðX,T1Þ

to ðY,T2Þ is affine if there exists no eigenfunction f 2 C0ðX,RÞ at an eigenvalue � of A2

on R�Z Ŷ.

We note that Walters avoids the use of the eigenfunction in his original statement.

He prefers the equivalent condition that there exists no non-constant � 2 X̂ such that

� � Ap
1 ¼ � and � � Tp�1

1 ð0Þ ¼ �p for all such p.

Proof: Suppose that there exists a non-trivial equivariant map

g:R�Z Ŷ ! C0ðX,RÞ. Then some element y 2 R�Z Ŷ satisfies gðyÞ 6¼ 0. Since

Ŷ is torsion, the module M generated by y is finite dimensional. By the

Jordan decomposition theorem, gðE�Þ is non-zero for some generalized eigen-

space E� � M, which has a basis vi for i ¼ 1, . . . , k such that

A2ðviÞ ¼ �vi þ vi�1 (with v0 ¼ 0). If i is the least index such that gðviÞ 6¼ 0 then

g(vi) is an eigenfunction of X at an eigenvalue of A2. Hence if no such eigen-

function exists, then ðY,T2Þ is rigid. œ

C(X,R) is an S-module even if S acts on X by arbitrary continuous transfor-
mations. So the algebraic condition of Theorem 2.8 applies to a general S-action
on X, suggesting that a more general rigidity result is possible. According to the
Gorin–Scheffer theorem, an affine transformation represents a homotopy class
once we fix a base-point. So if all equivariant maps are affine, then this implies
that no two equivariant maps are homotopic, once we fix a base-point. To fix
our ideas, we consider the base-point preserving category with the unit element 0
as the base-point. Let C(X,R) be the submodule of continuous maps such that
fð0Þ ¼ 0. We say that Y is homotopically rigid if no two base-point preserving
equivariant maps into Y are homotopic.
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Theorem 2.11: An S-algebraic dynamical system Y is homotopically rigid with respect
to a category of S-dynamical systems X if and only if the only Z½S�-module
homomorphism between Ŷ and CpðX,RÞ is the trivial homomorphism.

Proof: Suppose that f and g are two homotopic equivariant maps from X to Y.
Then f� g is equivariant too and since it is homotopic to the trivial map, it can be
lifted to an equivariant map h:X ! LðYÞ. In the proof of Theorem 2.8 we found that
such an equivariance is equivalent to a module homomorphism Ŷ ! CðX,RÞ given

by � 7! ðx 7! hðxÞð�ÞÞ. Now we are dealing with pointed spaces and f and g preserve
the base-point, so hð0Þð�Þ ¼ 0 for all �. It follows that the module homomorphism
has image in CpðX,RÞ. Hence, the only module homomorphism between Ŷ and
CpðX,RÞ is the trivial one if and only if each homotopy class contains at most one
equivariant map. œ

3. Rigidity of hyperbolic automorphisms

In the previous section we saw that many affine transformations are rigid in the sense
that conjugating maps are affine. Conjugation is a restrictive notion for equivalence
that is sometimes weakened to obtain other classifications. Conjugacy of flows,
for instance, is far more restrictive than (orbit) topological equivalence of flows.
Conjugation preserves some dynamical properties that topological equivalence
does not. In this section we show that many algebraic dynamical systems remain
rigid even if we replace conjugation by a relation that resembles topological
equivalence for flows.

We consider groups as pointed spaces ðX, 0Þ, and in what follows any map
f:X ! Y is assumed to be continuous and to preserve the base-point: fð0Þ ¼ 0. We
only consider algebraic systems in this section for which S ¼ Z, and so we are dealing
with an automorphism A that acts on a compact connected metrisable abelian
group. Recall that Ws

X ¼ fx 2 X : limn!1 An
ðxÞ ¼ 0g and eWu

X ¼ fx 2 X :
limn!�1 An

ðxÞ ¼ 0g denote the stable and unstable groups. Now let eWs

X and eWu

X

be the stable and unstable manifolds of the lifted operator L(A) on the tangent space
L(X). Notice that the image of eWs

X under the exponential map exp is equal to the
path component of 0 in Ws

X since the image of L(X) is the path component of 0.

Definition 3.1: We say that the algebraic dynamical system (X,A) is hyperbolic if

the tangent space decomposes as LðXÞ ¼ eWs

X � eWu

X.

For example, an expansive automorphism on a compact and connected group
is hyperbolic. There are examples of non-expansive hyperbolic automorphisms, in
particular there are examples on infinite-dimensional groups.

Note that a continuous base-point preserving map f:X ! Y lifts to
LðfÞ:LðXÞ ! LðYÞ. To see this, note that f � exp:LðXÞ ! Y is null-homotopic.
Also note that the lift is unique by the connectedness of L(X). If X and Y are
hyperbolic, then we say that that f respects the hyperbolic structure if
LðfÞð eWs

XÞ �
eWs

Y and LðfÞð eWu

XÞ �
eWu

Y.

Definition 3.2: We say that (X,A) is hyperbolically rigid if any continuous map
f : X ! Y that respects the hyperbolic structure is a homomorphism.
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Lemma 3.3: Any f:X ! Y that respects the hyperbolic structure is homotopic to a
homomorphism that respects the hyperbolic structure.

Proof: According to the Gorin–Scheffer theorem there exists a unique homomorph-
ism h that is homotopic to f. Let Ht be a homotopy between f� h and the constant
map. By Theorem 2.2 there exists a covering homotopy ~Ht:X ! LðYÞ of Ht. By the
compactness of X, there is a uniform bound on the diameter of the arcs
f ~HtðxÞ: 0 	 t 	 1g. Now Ht lifts to a homotopy L(Ht) between L(f) and L(h), and
L(Ht) is equal to ~Ht � exp. So we find that LðhÞð eWs

X � f0gÞ is a linear subspace of
L(Y) that is within a bounded distance of the linear subspace eWs

Y � f0g since the arcs
fLðHtÞðxÞ: 0 	 t 	 1g are bounded. The linearity of these subspaces implies that the
distance is zero, so the image of L(h) is contained in eWs

Y � f0g. By the same argument
LðhÞðf0g � eWu

XÞ is contained in f0g � eWu

Y.

Theorem 3.4: Let (X,A) be a hyperbolic automorphism and let Ws
ðX, 0Þ and Wu

ðX, 0Þ be
the path components of 0 in Ws

X and Wu
X, respectively. If both Ws

ðX, 0Þ and Wu
ðX, 0Þ are

dense in X, then (X,A) is hyperbolically rigid.

Proof: Suppose that f : X ! Y preserves the hyperbolic structure. By the previous
lemma, f is homotopic to a homomorphism h with hðWs

ðX, 0ÞÞ � Ws
ðY, 0Þ

and hðWu
ðX, 0ÞÞ � Wu

ðY, 0Þ. Let D: ðX, 0Þ ! ðLðYÞ, 0Þ be the lift of h� f. By
connectivity, DðWs

ðX, 0ÞÞ �
eWs

Y � f0g. By density, DðXÞ � eWs

Y � f0g. Similarly
DðXÞ � f0g � eWu

Y. Hence DðXÞ ¼ 0 and f is equal to h.

Expansive toral automorphisms, for example, satisfy the conditions of the theorem.
More generally, if an expansive automorphism on a compact connected group has
stable and unstable groups with non-trivial path components, then it is hyperboli-
cally rigid. Thus, the natural extension of a hyperbolic toral endomorphism that has
non-trivial stable and unstable groups provides another class of examples to which
the theorem applies.

The shift on the dyadic solenoid, on the other hand, has a totally disconnected
stable group. Even more so, it is not difficult to construct a homeomorphism h on the
dyadic solenoid that is not a homomorphism but that nevertheless preserves both
the stable and the unstable group (so it preserves more than just the hyperbolic
structure).
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